Flexibility and Versatility in
HEALTHCARE FACILITIES

Thank you for visiting us @MEDICA

Profilo Smart’s uniqueness
lays where a superior
funcionality meets an
elegant, highly
customizable design.
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Our Company
Headquarter and office:
GEC Taylor’s Lane, Dublin, Ireland
Office staff: 10
Aluminium extrusion and production:
Alluminio Sammarinese, San Marino
Dedicated area: 5.000 sqm
Staff: 12
Warehouse and logistic:
Alumaxx, Ancona, Italy
Dedicated area: 2.000 sqm
Staff: 9
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Our Market
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Who we are
Beauty
Matters

Total
Flexibility

Whether we are in front of healthcare facilities, hotels or private

The environment should adapt to people’s needs. People

residences, beauty shouldn’t be consider a minor factor only

with reduced mobility are all too well aware of this simple

because we are dealing with functional needs.

truth. Starting with these considerations, we design and
We believe that beauty matters and helps people to be serene.

manufacture products pursuing a fundamental belief:

That’s why our products are designed to mix smooth functionality
with spotless elegance.

It is the environment that has to adapt
to people and not the other way
around.

All of our products are DESIGNED & MADE IN
ITALY.
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Our Innovation
Flexibility

Profilo Smart has a patent for a functional
horizontal track protected /hidden by a cover
(valid until 2030).

Height/sideways adjustable accessories for a superior
comfort and safety.

Versatility
Accessories easy to add and to remove for multi-purpose
environment.

Fully Customisable Design
Endless customisation possibilities for adapting the system
to any possible style.
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Benefits for
Healthcare facilities

Profilo Smart for Healthcare
Equipping Profilo Smart in a healthcare facility means bringing value on 3 areas:

BENEFITS FOR THE FACILITY
MANAGER
How to differentiate from the
competition, significantly improving the
offer and the design of a healthcare
facility

DESIGN RELATED BENEFITS
A versatile an highly customizable
design will have a positive impact on
the patient’s morale, but also on the
perception of the facility’s positioning.
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BENEFITS FOR THE
PATIENTS
The FLEXIBILITY of the Profilo Smart
system, has been designed to offer a
superior standard on the comfort and
safety in the bathroom.

Benefits for the facility manager
DIFFERENT, BETTER
MAIN BENEFITS:
•
•
•

Raise the bar for the standard for comfort and safety
Steer the industry towards innovation
Attract customer with a state of the art solution

•
•
•
•

Offer more comfort and safety for patients
Promote patient’s independency
Increase patient’s satisfaction
Save carers’ time

•
•
•

Guarantee a high standard design. In every room
Meet accessible requirements
Versatile environments
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Benefits for the facility manager
DIFFERENT, BETTER
Flexibility is something deeply embedded in our
philosophy.
We made our products flexible to help the users to
enchance their independence. But we also apply the
concept of flexibility into the design side, so to offer the
chance to adapt the system to every possible bathroom
style.
Thanks to these core beliefs, we are able to offer
healthcare facilities management the possibility to
differentiate their facilities from the competitions,
significantly improving their offer and their design.
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Benefits for the facility manager
VERSATILE ENVIRONMENTS
Flexible environments are resourceful. There is no need to
fully equip each bathroom, what you need is having the
Profilo Smart’s horizontal track and then you can bring the
accessories when they are needed. In this way, you won’t
have to move patient’s depending on their changing needs,
but only the related accessories.
This is what makes an environment versatile, the possibility
to easily fit special equipment according to specific needs.
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Benefits for the facility manager
HELPING THE CARERS
Profilo Smart’s flexible system, has been designed to
enhance the quality of life of the patient and to improve the
quality of the carer’s work.
No tools, nor keys of any sort are necessary when it comes
to make adjustments. Easy and intuitive, our products are
extremely helpful during the day-to-day operations carried
out by carers.
Enhancing users’ independency also means something
else:

SAVE CAREGIVERS’ TIME!
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Design Related Benefits
FOOD FOR ARCHITECT’S TOUGHTS
With Profilo Smart’s design you can offer unique possibilities:
•
•

•

Flexibility. Adjusting the bathroom aids to the perfect
height, allow you to offer to the user a superior
standard for comfort and safety.
Versatility. The possibility to side-adjust and remove the
accessories gives you the possibility to move the aids
where most needed and to change the status of a
bathroom from standard to accessible (and vice-versa)
within seconds.
Customization. Our system has been designed to be
integrated in any possible environment. Our smart
design offer endless customization possibilities.
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Design Related Benefits
FOOD FOR ARCHITECT’S TOUGHTS
Black

Plastic components

A Profilo Smart offers endless customization possibilities. You can choose between our plain cover and
our cover for insert, which means that you can match the system with any environment. Plastic
components of our products come in 5 standard colours, while the aluminium comes in 2 finish,
anodized and stainless steel finish.

white
Red
Blue

Aluminium finish

Grey
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ANODIZED

STAINLESS
STEEL FINISH

Design Related Benefits
CONTINUITY
Only rarely the design of an accessible bathroom of a
private clinic or nursing home is coherent with the overall
design standard of the rest of the facility. Even when the
lobby or the rooms appear warm and finely designed,
bathrooms often look cold and mantein a medical
feeling.

With the Profilo Smart system is possible to equip a
bathroom with a superior functionality and also an elegant
design.
It is possible to be coherent with the design of the facility
and create continuity with the warmth of the patient’s home
bathroom.
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Benefits for the patient
A SUPERIOR ATTENTION TO PATIENTS
They say there aren’t two patients with exactly the same needs.
We believe they are right.

DIFFERENT/CHANGING
MOBILE CAPABILITIES

DIFFERENT BODY
CHARACTERISTICS

THOUSANDS OF
DIFFERENT
NEEDS,
ESPECIALLY IN
THE BATHROOM
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PROFILO SMART’S FLEXIBLE
SYSTEM REPRESENTS THE
PERFECT SOLUTION FOR
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS
OF ANYONE, REGARDLESS
OF MOBILE CAPABILITIES
AND BODY
CHARACTERISTICS.

Benefits for the patient
A SUPERIOR ATTENTION TO PATIENTS
The possibility to height or sideway adjust our range of
bathroom aids will make sure they will adapt exactly to the
needs of each user.
Flexibility represents a perfect solution also if you need to
address the changing needs of an aging person who lives in
his own house.
Flexibility enhances the user’s independence, which is key
for boosting morale.
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Product Features

Key Features
Hi-quality materials
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▪

Aluminium 6060 T6 / 6063 T6

▪

Anodization 10 / 15 micron

▪

Diecasting aluminium

▪

Inox stainless steel 304

▪

Antibacterial soft material

▪

Plastic surface anti-bacterial treatments (soft touch
varnishing)

▪

Plastic material (ABS, PA6 30% GF, POM)

An Unparalleled Hygienic Standard
Healthcare-associated infections (HAIs)
Diseases patients can contract while receiving
medical treatment in a healthcare facility – are a
major, yet often preventable, threat to patient
safety.

At Profilo Smart we know how hard medical
professionals work to ensure equipment safety and a
clean environment, that is why we take this issue
very seriously.
Profilo Smart decided to stand in the front line of
prevention and has adopted innovative, cutting-edge
solutions to prevent bacterial contamination.
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These specific type of cross-infections are
determined by the transfer of harmful microorganisms. Bacteria and viruses are among the
most common cause of HAIs and the spread of
these infections can occur between people,
pieces of equipment, or within the body.
Healthcare-associated infections can cause many
unexpected and dangerous complications.

An Unparalleled Hygienic Standard
Anti-bacterial sitting cushion and backrest.
Our shower seats are equipped with XL
EXTRALIGHT® material. Soft, comfortable, flexible
and anti-slip it also ensures the highest standard of
hygiene thanks to its anti-bacterial properties.

Anti-bacterial plastic varnishing.

Easy to clean

All the plastic components of our products are
treated with an innovative varnishing that secure a
superior hygienic standard, ensuring the material
is anti-bacterial.

All of our products has been designed using only
neat surfaces that make them very smooth and
easy to clean. This is a fundamental pre-requisite
for a superior hygienic standard.
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Flexibility Type
A flexible
environment is
a smart one:
it is versatile and can
be adapted depending
on
the
different
needs of the users.
Addressing the user’s
needs means being
able to create a
system that balances
the reduced mobility
thanks to the ability
to move its accessories
in different directions.

Height & Sideways Adjustable

Removable

These types of products are designed to
be attached on the horizontal track but
they come also with a vertical track,
allowing them to be adjusted both
horizontally and vertically.

The wide range of items designed for the
horizontal track, can be easily removed
when not in use. This feature brings a
great versatility to the environment
allowing the bathroom to completely
adapt to the arise of different needs.

Height Adjustable
This range of products comes with a wall
mounted vertical track that allows users
or caregivers to adjust it vertically.

Fixed

Sideways Adjustable

We completed our product range with a
series of foldable fixed on the wall items
with a superior design.

Many of our products are designed to be
moved horizontally along the track
facilitating a versatile environment.
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Select the Right Flexibility Type

Height & Sideways Adjustable

Height Adjustable

Fixed

• It guarantees the maximum level of flexibility
and it is indicated for rooms with multiple users.

•

Elevated flexibility level.

•

•

Indicated when it comes to address
similar needs in different people
(stable conditions).

Indicated for single users
with stable conditions.

•

Recommended for public
areas as a anti-theft and
vandal-proof solution.

• It helps addressing several needs of several
different people, that is why is highly
indicated for HOSPITALS.
• The height & Sideways adj. products can be
removed from the track within seconds, this
feature makes the flexibility the perfect match
for HOTELS.

•

Indicated also for single users with
changing needs.

•

Specially indicated for HOSPITALS.
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Colours & finish

STAINLESS
STEEL FINISH

BLACK

CODE 30
RAL 9005

WHITE

CODE 00
RAL 9016

RED

CODE 10
RAL 3002

BLUE

CODE 20
RAL 5003

GREY

CODE 35
RAL 7021

Plastic components of our range of
shower seats and arm supports and
related toilet paper holders are
available in 5 standard colours and 2
aluminium finish: anodized and
stainless steel finish.

ANODIZED

You can request customised colour with a minimum
quantityorderof100pcs.
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Covers
ENDLESS CUSTOMIZATION POSSIBILITIES
We offer 3 types of cover (rounded, square and for insert) coming in 3 standard finish (anodized, stainless steel and varnished) and a
wide variety of customised one (gold plated, titanium-like finish, bronze-like finish, laser printed, sublimated). With this set of option
you can truly integrate our system in every possible environment.
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Discover Our Product Range

http://profilosmart.com/products/
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Thank you

